
Common dolphins, Azores, portugAl
mAgnus lundgren
Short-beaked common dolphins can form huge 
pods around the Azores, often mixing with 
other cetaceans. This group was attracted to 
the photographer’s boat, and spent half an 
hour bow-riding. To create this fisheye view, 
Magnus leaned out over the side, holding his 
camera just above the frenzied action. “It was 
exhilarating – but also frustrating,” he 
explains, “because the playful dolphins kept 
spraying the lens with jets of water.”
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 ChAmois, itAly
erlend hAArberg
Once pushed to the verge of extinction by 
overhunting, this alpine athlete is now 
reclaiming lost ground throughout Europe’s 
mountain ranges. Erlend spent a fortnight 
tracking the species in Italy’s Gran Paradiso 
National Park. The deep snow posed no 
problem for the sure-footed goat-antelope,  
but Erlend’s resolve was tested to the full. 
“I climbed at least 1,000m every day, lugging 
my heavy camera gear. If I was unfit at the start 
of the shoot, I’m certainly not now!” he laughs.
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 ArCtiC fox, iCelAnd
orsolyA hAArberg
Hornstrandir is the only place in Iceland where 
the hunting of Arctic foxes is prohibited, and 
this gave Orsolya her chance. “Up here in 
northernmost Iceland, the foxes are quite 
tolerant of people, so I was able to follow this 
one for nearly two weeks,” she says. “It spent 
a lot of time investigating my tent.” Arctic foxes 
have two colour phases – pale grey and dark 
brown or bluish-black, like Orsolya’s 
individual. Her photo shows it barking a 
territorial warning to its neighbours.



Alpine mArmot, AustriA
grzegorz lesniewski
The alpine marmot is the largest member 
of the squirrel family – and arguably its laziest, 
since it hibernates for up to nine months a year. 
Grzegorz wanted to frame his subject against 
the spectacular peaks of Austria’s Hohe Tauern 
National Park, which, at 1,834 sq km, is the 
largest protected area in the Alps (it is soon to 
become a UNESCO World Heritage Site).

Photographers taking part in the Wild 
Wonders of Europe project found that the 
missions could be a physical and emotional 
roller coaster at times, and Grzegorz’s 
experience in the mountains was no different: 
“I was working near to falling rocks, exposed 
to pouring rain, driving snow, freezing wind 
and skin-burning sun.”
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 peregrine fAlCon, spAin
lAurent geslin
The fastest bird on Earth is now recovering 
from decades of population decline, and has 
been quick to take advantage of an  
urbanised Europe. Churches, hotels, art 
galleries and cooling towers all make ideal 
nest sites for prospecting falcons, and many 
cities now even provide purpose-built  
homes for them. But there can be few  
breeding locations more spectacular than 
Barcelona’s Sagrada Família cathedral.

Laurent was granted special access to this 
iconic building for just one week to photograph 
its resident peregrines. “The speed of these 
raptors as they pursued pigeons above 
Barcelona’s streets took my breath away,” he 
says. The pair must have been good at their 
job, as they raised four chicks successfully.

 greAt horsetAil, slovAkiA
konrAd wothe
After summer rain lashed Slovakia’s Poloniny 
National Park relentlessly for four days, 
Konrad could wait no longer and set out to find 
some of the hidden gems of the Western 
Carpathians. “I spotted these saturated 
horsetails on the slopes behind my little 
cottage,” he says. “I was amazed by their 
delicate structure and knew that it was worth 
waiting just a bit longer for the breeze to die 
down to get a sharp shot.”
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europeAn bison, polAnd
stefAno unterthiner 
Wisent, or European bison, are mammalian 
heavyweights: the adults are the continent’s 
largest herbivores and can weigh as much as 
1,000kg. They are also making big waves in 
conservation, because the species’ population 
has grown from just 13 individuals in the 1920s 
to about 2,000 free-roaming animals today, 
with another 2,000 in captivity.

The Bialowiez·a Forest, which straddles the 
border between Poland and Belarus, is the 
area where the last few bison clung on, and 
Wild Wonders sent Stefano there to get up 
close to the ‘kings’ of the forest. “Bison are 
normally very shy,” he says, “but after I had 
crouched in the snow nearby for five hours, 
they finally relaxed and accepted me.”
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 greAt egret, hungAry
mArkus vAresvuo
Markus travelled south from his native Finland 
to the Hungarian Puszta – literally ‘plains’ – 
where he captured this delicately lit image of 
an egret on a May evening. “I was working from 
a hide deep within the reeds, so I was able to 
admire the bird’s beauty at really close 
quarters,” he explains. “The breeze was 
ruffling its long plumes and I wanted to catch 
them highlighted against the background.”

The Pusztaszer Protected Landscape, in 
which this photo was taken, is one of 25,000 
sites in the Natura 2000 network of protected 
areas. Between them, they cover more than 
700,000 sq km (almost 20 per cent) of the  
EU’s territory.

 short-finned pilot whAles,  
CAnAry islAnds, spAin
inAki relAnzon
These social, deep-diving cetaceans have been 
nicknamed the ‘cheetahs of the sea’ after 
research revealed their ability to chase prey 
over long distances at depths of up to 1,000m. 
The ones in Iñaki’s picture were photographed 
with the help of researchers working off the 
south coast of Tenerife, and they allowed him 
to get incredibly close. “The whales were 
slowly swimming around me, watching,” he 
says. “Sometimes they just wanted to play  
with my camera.”
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musk ox, norwAy
vinCent munier
Related to goats, these mammals are among 
the hardiest on the planet, surviving on tiny 
creeping willows and grasses in temperatures 
that fall as low as –40°C. Here, an inquisitive 
young male stands alone on a windswept ridge 
in Norway’s Dovrefjell National Park, one of 
only a few places where musk ox occur in 
Europe. Vincent braved this unforgiving 
landscape for 10 days to bring back unique 
images of a true natural wonder.

wild wonders of europe  
Peter Cairns is one of the directors of Wild 
Wonders of Europe, which has grown into the 
world’s largest conservation photography 
project. Its aim is simple: to reveal Europe’s 
amazing natural treasures. It is a celebration of 
the continent’s extraordinary biodiversity –  
a story of conservation successes, but also 
of the serious challenges we face if we are 
to preserve these ‘wild wonders’ for future 
generations to enjoy.

In all, 69 of Europe’s top nature 
photographers contributed work to produce 
the most comprehensive, up-to-date collection 
of images of European nature. The first of a 
series of outdoor exhibitions opened in The 
Hague, the Netherlands, in May, and runs until 
30 August. To find out more, visit the website  
www.wild-wonders.com

A flagship book featuring the 
project’s photography is now 
available (Abrams, RRP £29.99, 
reader price £27.99, subscriber 
price £25.99). Order on p78, 
quoting code W0710/07
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